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GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE
beJore the
_rW_COMMITI'EE ON __"
AND POWER
UNITED STATES },_OUSEOF REPRESENTATIVES
SUMMARY
Oreenhousegasesaregaseswhichare effectively
transparent
to incomingsunlight
but absorb
infrared
radiation
escaping
to_ace and thereby
warm thesurface
oftheF.,arth.
Human activities
result in the release oi"greenhouse and related gases in such quantities that they are changing the
composition of the atmosphere. Oreenhouse and related gases which human activities release
includecarbondioxide(CO2), methane(CH4),carbonmonoxide (CO),nitrousoxide(N20),
nitrogen
oxides
(NOx),chlorofluorocarbons
(CFC.s)
and sulphur
dioxide
(SO2).
Carbondioxide
isthemostimportant
ofthegreenhouse
related
gases.
Approximately
7.4PgC/yr
arereleased
globally
byfossil
fuel
burning
andland-use
change.Fossil
fuelburningispresently
the
,,_.mmant source of emissiom. The United States is tR_.'_<ge.st
,
single emitter of CO 2 from fossil
f_d_ use, with annual carbon emissions exceeding 5 t_m_:._pcr person, as well as being a major
contn'butor to the release of all other gases. However, the UniCed State., is actually a net absorber
ofCO 2 fromland-use
change.
Future proje_om of global emissions under business as usual conditions show stable or growing
anthropogenic emissions to be highly Likelyfor ali greenhouse and related gasesover the long term.
United States emissions of foss_ fuel carbon are anticipated to rise under business as usual
assumptions, but the United States' relative role in future emissions is expected to clecline over time
as developing nations pursue economic growth objectives. There are no important natural
constraints on the release of fossil fuel carbon. Carbon release from Land-use change can be large,
but cannot attain the scale of rossii fuel use. The Montreal Protocol and subsequent London
Amendments areexpected
toreduceglobal
emissions.
The CleanAirAet Amendments of 1990
implementUnitedStates
phase-out
of_.
Theseemissions
trends
inconjunction
withrecent
findings of a counterbalancing indirect (cooling) effect of CFC emissions through 0 s depletion
result in a lessened concern about futurc greenhouse contributions by CF'Cs.
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GLOBALCLIMATE CHANGE
INTRODUCTION
_nank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, for this opportmdty to offer
testimony on Global Cl/mate Change wifl_ particular reference to present and potential future
emissions. I would Liketo discuss two key issue_:
I. C_
Em/_/ona-inc/uding the fun ro'ray of gr_nhouse
and intensity of United States emi_onr_ and

gases, and the relative contribution

2. _misslons Forecam-induding the range of forecasts, changing role of the United States
contrbution, and key assumptions which drive estimates.
I willbeginby offering
some general
information
on greenhouse
gasesand human activities
and
thenmove tothetwotopics
enumerated
above.
GREENHOUSE GASES AND HUMAN A_
Crreenhouse gases are gases which are transparent to incoming solar radiation but which absorb and
re-radiate
energyreturning
to space in the infrarexl
spectrum.
Thischarag_risti_
isresponsible
for
the approximately 5_F average global surface temperature. Greenhouse gases include those which
occur naturally: water vapor (H20), carbon dioxide (COt), methane (CH_, nitrous oxide (N20),
and ozone (Os), as well as anthropogenic gases such as the chlorofluorocarbons (CFC.s) like CFCl_
and CF2C£2.Othergasescan affect
theconcentrations
ofgreenhouse
gasesthroughatmospheric
chemistry,
reactions.
Suchgases
include
carbonmonoxide(CO)andnitrogen
oxides(NO and NO D
re_exre_ to as NOx). Sulphur containing
gasessuchassulphur
dioxide (SO2)alsoaf:fe_.,
surface
temperature when transformed into sulphur aerosol particles which reflect incoming sunlight back
to space., affect the concentration of O_, and pc_sa'blyincrease cloudiness. To describe the set of
ali gases important to determining global warming we will use the term radiatively important gases
(RIGs), regardless of whether the gas isitself a greenhouse gas or whether it simply affects the
concentration of another gas that is a greenhouse gas.
Human activities
affect the concentrations
ofmany RIGs,including
CO m CH4, CO, N:O,NO..502,
and ali CFCs (whose ordy source is chemical manufacture). The release rates for human _ctivitie_
vary from gas to gas, Table 1.
Emissions of gases important to understanding $1obal warming occur at greatly differing rate_
Furthermore,
gaseshave different
effects
on theEarth's
energybalanceand therebytherateof
global
climatechange.Scientists
havestruggled
withtheproblemofcreating
a r_tof weights
capable
ofcomparingdifferent
RIC.vs.
The basic
ideaofsuchnumbersistoprovidea measureof
the damage that might be caused by the rdease of sn additional kilogram of each gas. The global
warmingpotential
(GWP) coefficients were developed by the International
Panel on Climate
Change(IPCC)and reported
inIPCC (1990).
Thesecoefficients
measuredcumulative
changein
I

radiative forcing, over a specific period of time (20, I00, and 500years), for one kilogram of each
release_ as compared to the effect of a one Idiogr'a_ rclea_ of CO2. I]PCC (1990) published
values for both direct and indirect ctfec_
Tablc I: The Human Role in Emissions of
C-reenhouseand Related
Gases
|
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Gas

Human Emission
[

i

lm i

% Total annual
flux
i

i

[ ii

C02
CII4
CO
N20
NOx
so_

7.4PBC/yr
035 PgC'l_4l_
0.43
PgC/yr
43 TgNlyr
34 T_/yr
76T_/yr

0.30eg/yr

loo%

CF2Ct2

O36 Oglyr

I00%

na.
67%
50%
25%
55%
65%

_

Sources: IPCC (1992) Table A3.11 for emission_ IPCC (1992)Table A1.3 for CI_,
Table AI.5 for N20, Table AI.10 for SO2though it should be noted that total flux
contains DMS and H2S as well as SO2,Table A.I.9for NOx;Wue._Ics sad Edmonds
(1991) Table 6.1 for CO.
Further study of GWP calculationsrevealed that (i) errorswere made in initial calculations,
(ii) background
emissions
assumptions
overthecourse
oftheintegration
period
wereimportant,
especially
forCO_ and(iii) theproblem
ofmeasuring
the indirect effect ofdifferent
gases
was
much more difficult than initiallythought. As a consequencethe IPCC prepared a major revision
of GWP coefrs_ents
forIPCC (1992).In thisvolumeIPCC reports
onlydirect
effects
by
greenhouse
gasesand onlythesignofindirect
effects.
No calculation
was made forsulphur
emissions.
Table2 indicates
ther_lative
contribution
W total
Ggv_Pweighted
emissions
ofthree
majorgreenhouse
gasesandtheCFCs plusotherozonedepleting
subs_
(OD_) asa group.
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CO2 ernission_ is fo_il fuel combustion, thia section disamce_ first fo_ilfuelcarbon _ns.
then
the other ma_or source of CO 2 emissions, land-use change. In the remainder of the section, we
discuss emissions of other gases in turn.
Fossll Fuel Carbon: Global rates of fossil furl carbon emissions plus CO: crnissi_ns from cement
manufacture have been _tLmatezl to be 6.1 pgC/yr for the year 1990 (Maxland and Boden, 1992).
Of this total, approximately 13 PgC/yr were emitted by the Unked S_tcs, which is the largest
single national emitter in the world, accounting for 21% of the global to',_l. This _action has
dec2ined from the post-World War II share of 40%. During the period 1945 through 1979 the rate
of CO 2 emissions from fossil fuel use grew at 4.5%/yr.
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Emissions declined

from 1979 until 1983,

gUbg ntlY.
ut,"l']le States,
fo e,r
Soviet
union,
=naChin=

of the world's fossil fuel CO2 emissions.

Since the dissociation

of/.be Soviet Union,

China has

1_,,_,' rh,. _.nnd largest natlonsl emittc_, dighfly _urpassingR_ssia in 1990,
The dominant source of emissionsis fossil fuel use, with r.e.meatraan_e
accounting for only
0.15PgC/yr of the 1990globaltou_l, Bmi._ons from liquidsand solids are of appmximate.iYequal
increments,40%. Natural gas accounts for 16% of the 1990 total, while gas _
and cement
r,_ke up the remaining 4%.
L.ar_n co_tent vari_ by fuel Of fossil fuels, natural gas is loweSt(13.7 TgC/F_; coal is highest
to the
_e_mies
mal_i
ofthis
(23.8TgC/E2_;
and oil ialls _tween
the two (19.2TgCff2).
Theatmosphere;
mining l¢_v_d
of oil
infade
carbonate
,
dd_tlOTlalStl'e.a.mof
CO2
_,o _¢_-met
it The
rock form_Uons wol_d add a_ a
tee and the _cc-.hn°loKv omp . _ ._:....
¢',',-,_ COaltO
-'--ends on the grade of the resou
.
---'-*-.-rn
stream ogp=
. .
_,._..._ .r,,olenerc,V.as tor ¢xampx¢;uv
transformaUOn ozprgnary xuv=, _,,,._
_,
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coal to e.lectrm_y u-_" ....

synoll or syngas, re3eases carbon in the conversion process. Energy te¢.hnologics such as
hydrodectric power, nuclear power, solar energy, and conservation (including energy efficient3'
improvements) emit no CO 2 to the atmosphere. Traditional biomass fue_ such as crop residues
and dung release CO: to the atmosphere, but are in a balanced cycle of absorption and respiration
whose time frame is short. The use of other biomass lucks such as firewood may provide either a
net annual source or sink for carbon depending upon whether the undeziying biomass stock is
growing or being exhausted. Improvements in the efficiency of energy conversion technologies
reduce the rate of emission of greenhouse gases pcr unit energy service provided.
Land-Use Change: There arc approximafe2y 560 PgC in the form of terrmmial biomass, principally
stored in forests. This is estimated to be about 15-20% (-120 Pg_ leas than was present in the
mid-nineteenth century. On a global basis, this is estimated to vary less than about 10 PgC through
the seasons as leaves and grasses grow and die. Northern and Southern Hemispheric cycles are
temporally reversed.
Knowledge of the net annual emissions of carbon from land-use changes is far less certain than
emissions estimates for fossil fuel use. Emissions of net annual CO2 release from land-use changes
have been estimated for the year 1980 by various researchers. Net re2case is calculated e._the
difference between annual gross harvests of biomass, plus rdcases of carbon from soils, less biomass
:_?._,bonwhose oxidation is long delayed (e.g., stored in fore.st products such as telephone poles,
!:_:::_..:._re,
and housing) and additions to the stock of standing biomass. The IPCC (1990) estimates
1980 carbon emissions from land-use change to be 0.6 to 2.6 PgC/yr. This range is only slightly
narrower than that given by Trabalka (1985), 0.0 to 3 PgC/yr.
Conventional estimates of net CO: release from land-use change do nat take the possibRity of a
COs i_tion
eAtect into account. That is, they do not raak_ any allowance _or the poss_ility
that the terrestrial biosphere may be sequestering carbon at an incxeasing rate. White a matter of
heated debate, it has been suggested that increases in the atmospheric concentration of CO:, and
or nitrogen, could act to accelerate the rate at which the terrestrial biosphere stores carbon.
Land-use change in the United States is estimated to be a net sink for carbon. While harvesting
of trees is estimated to release 0.35 PgC/yr, this quantity is offset by an estimated 0.46 PgC/yr
absorption leaving a net 0.1 PgC/yr net uptake (US, 1992). Emissions of carbon la'ore land-use
change are much greater for nations such as Brazil Columbia, the Ivory Coast, Indon_
Laos, and
Thailand, though great uncertainty surrounds emissions estimates in all cases.
CFC Emissions: Most key nations have either signed or agreed to sign the Montreal Protocol and
the subsequent London Amendments. Under the t_ean Air Act Amendments of 1990, the United
States is committed to phase out CFC production by 1996. Global e.missions of halocarbons
including
CFC._amounted to 1.7Tg/yr in 1990. United States emissions
amounted to 0.7Tg/yr in
1988. Re.cern findings reported in IPCC (1992) indicate that the indirect effe_ of CFC emissions
throughthedestruction
ofO_ may beequalinmagnitudeoverthecourse
ofI0_years,
butopposite
in sign to the dire.ct effects. If this were the case, the net contribution of C_C_ to global warming
would be zero overthe course of 100 ye_m
Methane Emissions: Estimates of methane emissions have improved over time, although the
uncertainly surrounding sources remains greater than with fossil fuel carbon. Manmade emissions
arc curremfly thoughtto derive from energyuse (coal mining, and naturalgas production,
4

transmir_on,
and distribution),
ricepaddies,
animalhusbandry(ruminantlivestock
and animal
waste),
anthropogenk:
waste(domestic
sewagetr_tmentand landiats),
and biomassburning
(including
biomassforenergyaswellashind-use
changeand cropfield
bunaJng).Totalglobal
anthropogenic emissions were estimated to have been approximately 350 PgCH_/yr. Uncertainty
in this estimate is in the range oi _50%. United States emissions arc estimated to be within the
range 0.015 to 0.051 PgCH_yr.
NitrousOxideEmlss_ons:
Nitrous
oxidecmissiomarcpoorlydocumented,
and MI majorsource,s
and sinks
may nothaveimemidentified.
Anthropogenlc
emissions
areestimate_l
tobc intherange
1 to 6 TgN/yr 0PCC, 1992). Nevertheless, anthropogenic emissions are a relatively small
contribution to the overall methane budget Principal source, of emissions include cultivated soils,
biomassburning,
stationary
combustion,
mobilesources,
adipic
acidproduction,
and nitric
acid
production.
UnitedStates
emissions
havebeenestimated
tobe 034 to 1.21TaN/yr.
Sulphur Emisskms: Sulphur emissions arc a relatively recent addition to the list of RIGr_ While
the potential for sulphur to play a role in gtobal warming has been known for some time, not until
IPC"_ (1992) was it recognized that sulphur aerosols couldbea major factor in explsining observed
global temperature records. Unlike other RIGs, the addition of sulphur to the atmosphere tends
to cool the surface of the Earth. Unfortunately, sulphur is also an acid precursor. Anthropogenic
,_,,:_:,i::::ions
are estimated by IPCC (1992) to range from 71 to 83 TgS/yr in contrast to _:erange of
=',:ia_ates for natural emissions, 7 to 14 TgStyr. United States emissions were estimated to be 10
Tgg/yr in 1989 (WILL 1992). We note that sulphur compounds are not covered by the United
StatesNational Action Plan for GIMxd_
Ctmr_ (1992).
ANTHROPOGENIC

EMISSIONS FORECASTS

The rangeand variety
ofestimates
offuture
greenhouse
gasemissions
varygre.atly
by gas.IPCC
WorkingGroupI (WGI) workedon this
problemandpresented
itsresults
inIPCC (1992).
Fossil _'uel Carbon: The fossil fuel resource base provides no constraint on _ture atmospheric CO2
re.lea_. The pre.sent atmospheric stock of carbon is approximately- ?40 PgC (1988). The estimated
resource
offossil
fuels
ishugeby comparison.
Whilethecarboncontentofconventional
oiland
natural coal
gas resources
only
slightlyofmerc
than half
as large
as the content
current atmt_'pheri_
stock oil
of
carbon,
resources isare
an order
magnitude
larger.
The carbon
of unconventional
resources is 55 times larger than the cur_nt atmospheric stock of carbon. The pool of carbon
available for combustion might be constrained to 4000 PgC by considering only those resources
recoverable under present technologies. Even this severely,constrained resom-c, definition provides
no physical constraint on climate change from fosst2 fuel use, Approximately 80% of the coal
resource base is thought to be in three countries: the United States, Iormear Soviet Union, and
China. There are approximately 800 PaC in the form of coal, recoverable with today's tec2mologies,
within the jurisdictional boundaries of the world's other countrie_
A great deal of attention has be_n placed on the potential future fossil fuel carbon emissions.
Edmonds et aL (1992) reviewed 30 selected reference ease trajectories from 18 analyses of Ior,sil
fuel carbon emissions for comparison to the IPCC 1990 reference cases. These 8mdi_ ine2uded
analyses of uncertainty, lt is highly likely that without intervention to reduce emissions, that
emissions will rise over the course of the next century. The rate at which emissions rise is kighly
5

uncertain. ReJativelymoderate emissionstrajectoriescanplain 1000PgC into the atmosphereby
the year 2100. Even if fossil fuel carbon emissions were stabRiz_ at 1990 rate.s, 6.Z PgC/yr,
cumulative missions would reach approximately 650 PgC over the period to 2100. lt is interesting
to note that the stabilization of emissions at present levels L-npliesthat global average emissions
must be roughly cut in half over the course of the next century.
The range of emissions scenarios is driven by the supply and demand for lo=ii fuels. These in turn
reflect patterns of economic and population growth, changes in end-use energy intensity, the
availability of inexpensive fossil
fuels such as oil and natural gas, and the availability and cost of
competing sources of cner_ services such as conservation, renewables, nuc.iear power, and fusion
energy. In the uncertainty
analysis
conductedby Rci_ ct al.(1987)threefactors
were
disproportionately important in shaping non-poLicyintervention future emissions scenarios: the rate
of growth of labor productivity (directly related to GNP growth), the rate of exogenous end-use
energy intensity improvement (Le., the non-price induce_ change in energy productivity brought
about by changes in technology and changing composition of product mix), end the income e.lasticity
ofdcrnandforcner_ in developing
nations
(i.e.,
therelationship
bctwe.cn
economicgrowthand
demand formarketenergy).Otherfactors,
suchas population
growthwcrc lessinfluential
in
shaping the variation in future emissions trajectories.
'_d::.-_.owerranking of population growth in determining overaJ] emissionsgrowth =terns from two
2_:_ors. First, change, in adult population are much more important in de_g
overall
emissions than changes in total population. Only when population re.ache.s adult age does Ltbegin
to have a major impact on national output and there.fore on national energy consumption. Changes
in fossil fuel emissions lag behind any change in population growth rate. Furthermore, the variation
in possible population growth scenarios is not as great as the variation in factors such as economic
growth.
Land-Use Chang,e: Estimates of net carbon emissions from land-use change under "busine.ss-asusual" conditions begin with the handicap that present emissions rates are highly,uncertain. Unlike
fossil furl carbon emissions, cumulative emissions from land-use change are bounded by the total
stock of carbon stored in above ground living matter, approximately 560 PgC. None of the IPCC
scenarios released as much as half that amount. The maximum rate of net carbon emissions from
hnd-use change in the s_t of IPCC scenarios was approximately 3 PgC/yr, and in the later years
of some scenarios, net emissions were negative. Land use is determined by a somewhat different
set of factorsthan ener_ use. The demandfor hind dependson the productivity of land under
alternative gs=, t¢chnologic_ options for producing land services, the availability of e._iud to
implement technological alternatives, the value of goods produced by the land, and policy options.
CFC.s: The le.ast complicated of the emi_ons are those of the chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). The._
gases are be.ing phased out under the Montreal Protocol and subsequent agre.cments. Emissions
in both the near- and long-term will not likely be substantia_y be.low 1990 levels. Furthermore., as
We disclassed

earlier,

the indirect

e..ff¢¢t on #ob,xi

wartn_

of CPC_,

thl"ough

the pattt_la

of ozone

destructiog may lead to a cooling over the course of a century which is eqmd in magnitude to the
direct warming by the CFC.s themselves.
Substantial uncertainty surrounds the pattern of future production, use and character of CFC
substitutes. At pre.se.nthydrogenated chlorofluorocarbons (HCF'Cs) and hydrogenated tluoroearbons

(HFC.s) are most likely replacements of CFC.s. While these gases have much shorter lifetimes than
the CFC,s, they sre nonetheless radiatively active and can affect #obal warming.
Methane: Because the souroes of CI_ are uncertain, forecasts of emissions are also uncertain.
Most forecasts simply project the rate of accumulation in the atmosphere to continue. More
recently attempts have been made to estimate future emissions based on egtimates of ener_ (coal
mining_ gas production, and landG_s) and agricultural activities (rice cultivation and ruminant
live.stock production), which _n turn arc determined by assumptions about population, economic
growth, tastes, and the assumed natural gas resource base. Studies that have attempted to develop
emissions forecasts from forecasts ofunderlying human activities, assuming business as usual
conditions, yield growing CFI4 emissions (for the period to 2050) ranging from 0.5%/yr (EPA, 1989)
to t.P.5%/yr (Rotman el aL, 1989). IPCC (1992) developed a series of methane emissions
trajectories which range from a scenario with only 15% emissions growth by the year 2100 to a case
in which total emissions more than approximately double by 2100.
Nitrous Oxide Emissions: Foreca._ of future N:O emissions vary greatly. Those which were
constructed prior to the discovery of the sampling artifact link future emissions of N_O primarily
to the use of coal. Emissions growth rates for such studies as Rotman et aL (1989) and Mintzcr
(1987) for the period to 2050 produce rates of growth of emissions that range between 0.50 and 1.75
_:,;.'Tear. The U.S. EPA (1989) uses a much lower e_i_io_ coefYae.ientEor fossil fuel N20 with a
.::.:.,.:..quentlower rate of emission growth, 0.3%/ye.a_. I._'_CC(1992) developed a series of N:O
emissions trajectories whichrange from _ scenario with almost no growth iri ¢lni.ssiom through the
next century to a case in which total emissions approximately double (reach 19 TgN/yr in 2100).
Forecasts show a relatively small role for N20 in determining future radiative forcing, generally
contr_uting 5% and almost always less than 10% of total radiative forcing. This result is in spite
of the fact that an individual molecule of N:O is estimated to be approximatehy _0 times more
efficient in absorbing infrared radiation than a molecule of CO: and has an extremely long average
residence time in the atmosphere, 100 to 175 years, These factors are generally counterbalanced
b_'low emissions, which grow at rates similar to those forecast for other greenhouse gases.
Sulphur Emissions: The first major study of global sulphur emissions developed using an integrated
mode2 was performedby the IFCC.. The range of furore emissions depends gre,gtly on policies to
reduce acid rain throughout the world, lm the IPCC (1992) low case, emissions actually decline
globally b7 approximateb' 20% by the year 2100. In the highest emissions case, emissions grow by
more than 150% in that same period. 10nlike the other RIGs, sulphur has a cooling e.f:fecton global
temperature, leading to the irony that improving local and regional air qualiw may in fact "unmask"
some global
warminghiddenbysulphur
aerosols.
Thank you,Mr. Chairman.Iwouldbcpleased
toanswerquestions.
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